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Shane Locke was ready to laugh at Alex Cohen. 

Sukie Lane saw that she can obtain back on her feet, so she delicately leaned in as well as 

claimed to Alex, “I’ve seen fake money, fake phones, fake shoes, and currently I’ve in fact 

opened my eyes to the reality that there are fake subscription cards. 

Alex Cohen, aren’t you afraid of being poked fun at?” 

Alex was impressed. 

Exactly how thick-skinned was Sukie precisely? 

The receptionist really felt unpleasant and also counted on Sukie as well as Shawn. She said 

sternly, “Please show some respect to the Black Gold members of our dining establishment!” 

 

Shane was baffled. 

” Drunken Charm Restaurant has Black Gold members? Exactly how come I’ve never heard 

of it?” 

” It’s normal that you have not become aware of it since the Black Gold Membership Card is 

not part of the normal membership degrees. It’s an exclusive gift customized by our Chief 

Executive Officer for sure distinguished visitors. 

To place it bluntly, only people that are abundant and powerful and also have a deep 

relationship with our CEO are qualified to obtain this kind of membership card.” 

 

When Shane heard this, the means he looked at Alex altered. All he wanted to do currently 

was run as well as hide. 

Sukie looked puzzled as well as asked, “How much discount rate does the Black Gold 

Membership Card … offer?”. 

The assistant drank her head. 



” No discounts …”. 

” The method you overemphasized this card made it sound so great, yet there’s no use it? 

The Gold Membership Card also supplies a 10% discount. The level should be above the 

Black Gold Membership Card, right?”. 

” No discount rate on the Black Gold membership card, everything’s simply on the house.”. 

” What?”. 

Sukie was stunned. The receptionist’s words were far past her understanding. 

It turned out that Alex was not simply a regular rich male, yet likewise had a history. The 

Black Gold Subscription Card of the Ryker Gardens was as much a symbol of eminence as 

the Lamborghini Urus that Alex had simply received. 

Sukie considered it as well as unexpectedly felt that Alex looked fairly pleasing to the eye. 

Shane still had a sense of shame and also did not wish to remain a second longer. He left 

the Drunken Elegance Restaurant quickly with Sukie. Before he left, he had Alex’s name as 

well as appearance carved deep in his mind. Just because of Alex Cohen, he had shed his 

face. Wait till he had the chance, he needs to get his regard back … 

Alex was still not aware that he was being hated by Shane and also brought Felix Moore as 

well as Quinn Shetford right into the exclusive space. 

For Felix and also Quinn, the battle in between Alex as well as Shane just now was 

tantamount to a battle in between 2 giants. 

While Felix was surprised, a question popped up in his mind. Isla Sullivan’s family members 

company was fairly big, it was still at the very least 2 or 3 degrees away from the CEO of 

Ryker Gardens. It was reasonable to think that the Sullivan family members had not yet 

obtained the credentials for the Ryker Gardens Black Gold Membership Card. 

Then the question occurred, where did Alex get that card? 

Felix was getting a growing number of curious concerning Alex and also aspired to figure 

every little thing out. 



Xena Sanders also had this same idea. 

Ever since Xena had actually seen Alex’s financial standing in the mid-day, a string had 

actually been taut in her head. 

After she returned to the Golden Rock Co., Xena first tried to find Isla to recognize the 

situation, where she found out that Isla still did not know of Alex’s 5 million in down 

payments. Xena considered for a moment and also mosted likely to a remote corner to call 

a number. 

” Jared, my side has actually gone awry! I don’t recognize what’s taking place, yet Alex 

Cohen has instantly become so abundant that he also attempts to act bossy in front of me! 

Assist me find out where he obtained his money from so that we can put out this egotistic 

flame of his …”. 

Alex was still uninformed of the upcoming catastrophe as well as ordered a table full of 

delicious delicacies. 

Because of this, all 3 of them ate up as well as still had over half remaining. 

Both Felix as well as Quinn can not birth to waste the food as well as packed up their 

favored dishes to go. 

Alex drove Quinn residence first, after that sent Felix to the team dorm room. 

Heading, Isla called and asked intensely, “Alex Cohen, where are you?”. 

Alex casually responded, “What’s wrong?”. 

” What time is it currently? Why don’t you obtain your * ss back below as well as make me 

dinner?”. 

” Last evening we concurred that all the chores would certainly get on you. Should not you 

be cooking for me?”. 

” Prepare my * ss!”. 

” Exactly! From now on, you’ll need to treat me like a god at home! I’m driving, so I’ll hang 

up!”. 



” Boy of a b * tch, you …” 

. 

Isla’s shoulders drank with anger as she heard completion call tone. 

” Beep beep …”. 

She remained in a hurry to question Alex today, so she came back fairly very early. After she 

waited for a lengthy time, it was later than 8:00 pm and also Alex was still not back. In the 

past, Alex would certainly call her in advance if he was delayed, yet today, she took the 

effort to ask for the first time. She was offering him face, but she was left socialized to 

completely dry. 

No … where did Alex obtain the auto? 

Isla’s expression suddenly came to be hefty. 

Prior to she could determine where Alex obtained his savings, he appeared to have actually 

gotten a brand-new auto. 

What the hell was going on? 

On the other side, Alex was calm as usual. 

He could not help yet laugh at the thought of Isla’s exacerbated look. 

Felix once again offered a thumbs up to Alex. 

” Wow, that’s truly remarkable! Bro, please accept my knee.”. 

Alex shrugged his shoulders. 

” Allow’s speak about you. Why aren’t you coping with Quinn yet?”. 

” Soon. We’ll be renting a room together when our apartment rents expire.”. 

” After that I’ll move my stuff out later …”. 



Alex initially shared an area with Felix and also a coworker named Winson Tall. After Alex 

transferred to Isla’s home, his space was taken by another coworker. Those inexpensive 

things of his were inappropriate with Isla’s 10,000-square-meter-plus premium home, so he 

did stagnate them over and place them with Felix. 

Aside from a box of clothing, there was nothing else. 

After they got to Felix’s area, Alex opened the box as well as rummaged via it. He trembled 

his head and also stated, “I don’t want any one of it. When you move, simply toss it all out 

for me.”. 

” Okay.”. 

Felix nodded his head and also concurred. 

Alex was just about to leave when Winson pushed the door open. 

Winson Tall did not live up to his name. He was not just short, yet he likewise did not win a 

lot. He was really good at lovely others and depend on his sharp tongue to end up being 

Hudson Lowe’s right hand-man. The sneaky concept of informing Quinn regarding Felix’s 

funding to Alex was the first thing he came up with. 

He currently hated Alex, as well as with Hudson blazing a trail, he did not miss out on a beat 

to mock Alex. 

This additionally made him the individual that was struck in the face the hardest when Alex 

was at the firm earlier that day … 

At that moment, Winson selectively ignored Alex as well as excitedly stated to Felix, “There’s 

a deluxe car parked downstairs. Have you seen it?”. 

Felix was surprised. 

” What deluxe vehicle?”. 

” It’s downstairs!”. 

Winson went to the window and also overlooked. He was busy swing at Felix to review. 



” Come here, come right here! it can be seen from here! It’s that blue SUV. Presume what 

brand it is?”. 

” What various other brand name could it be? Lamborghini, certainly!”. 

I made a point of looking it up and also took photos of it. It’s the very first time I’ve ever 

before seen a high-end SUV that Lamborghini simply introduced in person. The more I look 

at it, the more I like it, and I do not recognize which large manager’ car it is. 

” Winson, are you … sure you intend to identify the proprietor of that auto as your 

godfather?”. 

” That’s without a doubt! If you obtain included with a big shot at that level, you’ll be able to 

consume and also put on whatever you want for the rest of your life! Why would I still 

work?”. 

Felix held back from laughing as well as turned to Alex. 

” Congratulations Brother, on this wondrous occasion of obtaining a godson!”. 

Winson frowned. 

” What do you mean? Felix, don’t inform me that vehicle belongs to Alex Cohen!”. 

” Yup. Just now, after we finished our dish at the Drunken Appeal Dining Establishment, Alex 

was the one that drove me back because cars and truck.”. 

” Felix, could you broaden your imagination? Do you believe that Alex have become an 

abundant male simply due to the fact that he can take out half a million? 

” You don’t believe me? Wait below …”. 

Felix visited Alex and obtained the cars and truck tricks. He after that went to the home 

window and pressed the unlock button. 

The Lamborghini’s signal appeared twice. 

Winson saw this scene and was stunned. 



” Just how … can it be?”. 

Felix locked the auto and returned the secrets to Alex. He grinned and also said to Winson, 

“You can alter how you deal with Alex. I’ll be a witness for you. It’s simply that this happened 

so all of a sudden that we didn’t prepare any kind of presents. Do not stress, your godfather 

will compensate you kindly.”. 

” I.”. 

Winson frowned and also intended to slap himself in the head a couple of times. 

What he had actually simply stated was truly from the heart, however he never anticipated 

the cars and truck to come from Alex Cohen. 

Just how could this be? 

 


